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Abstract

Voter registration is an essential part of almost any election process, and its security is a
critical component of election security. Yet, despite notable compromises of voter registration
systems, relatively little academic work has been devoted to securing voter registration systems,
compared to research on other aspects of election security. In this paper, we present a systematic
treatment of voter registration system security. We propose the first rigorous definitional frame-
work for voter registration systems, describing the entities and core functionalities inherent in
most voter registration systems, the jurisdictional policies that constrain specific implementa-
tions, and key security properties. Our definitions are configurable based on jurisdiction-specific
parameters and policies. We provide a template for the structured presentation of detailed ju-
risdictional policy information, via a series of tables, and illustrate its application with detailed
case studies of the voter registration systems of three U.S. states and Panama. Throughout our
research, with the aim of realism and practical applicability, we consulted current and former
U.S. election officials, civil society, and non-profits in the elections space. We conclude with a
list of critical questions regarding voter registration security.

1 Introduction

Voter registration systems maintain a list of eligible voters, and are a crucial component of almost
any election process. Starting well before election day, jurisdictions are tasked with enrolling
eligible voters’ information — either automatically or on a voter’s initiative — and must keep that
information up to date and verifiable for use throughout the democratic process. These voter lists
serve many purposes, the most important of which is supporting eligibility checks during elections.

Public attention and academic research around election security often focus more intensely on
the casting and counting processes that happen on and right after election day, rather than voter
registration and other non-voting processes.

Yet voter registration security is critical to election security: a voter registration system failure
can cause significant disruption to an election and the public’s confidence. The results of failure
could include disrupting voting processes (e.g., forcing voters to cast provisional ballots), preventing
voters from receiving absentee ballots, and the leakage and misuse of sensitive personal and political
information. (These issues are discussed more formally in Sections 3 and 5.) Recognizing the
importance of voter registration system security, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s
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designation of election infrastructure as critical infrastructure explicitly includes voter registration
systems [1].

At least three U.S. states and numerous other countries and regions have suffered publicized
compromises of their voter registration systems [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], underscoring the value of registration
systems as targets for attack and as potential sources of damage to electoral integrity and confidence.
Some of these security incidents arose from software errors (e.g., [6]); others were perpetrated by
foreign adversaries (e.g., [2]).

At first glance, the voter registration problem might appear to be addressed by known solutions
in the distributed and accountable systems literature. For example, maintaining a canonical, au-
dited database has been studied in a variety of settings including distributed consensus systems [8],
the HTTPS ecosystem [9], and, most recently, decentralized currencies [10]. However, voter regis-
tration systems are complex and specialized systems with functionality requirements and security
challenges not encapsulated by generalized database management and security. For example, the
availability requirements of a voter registration database on election day1 are unusually demand-
ing and time-constrained. Voter registration systems also have unusual accessibility requirements,
as they must accommodate any eligible voter in the relevant electorate: a highly diverse set of
people of whom no technical expertise must be required (since that should not be a requirement
to vote). Relatedly, voter registration is often facilitated by third-party intermediaries — neither
the election office nor voters — that relay communication between the election office and voters,
such as departments of motor vehicles2 or nonprofit organizations. Election administrators are
also often under-resourced, so it bears note that even basic security practices may be difficult to
implement [12].

Currently, the security research community lacks a precise and systematic shared understanding
of the scope and security challenges of voter registration. The infrequent security and cryptography
publications that focus on voter registration have scoped out specific sub-problems and offered some
valuable technical approaches, but hardly any prior work has addressed voter registration system
security with a more holistic perspective alongside technical depth aimed for a research audience
(see Section 2 for more discussion on prior work).

One barrier to such a systematic approach may have been the large variation between voter reg-
istration systems’ implementations and requirements across jurisdictions. Even within the United
States, every state manages its own voter registration system subject to its own state election law
(in addition to federal law, which is fairly limited in scope), resulting in significant differences in
implementation. The types of information collected and treated as public or confidential, registra-
tion methods offered, voter authentication methods, and conditions for updating or removing voter
information are all subject to these jurisdiction-dependent regulations. Across countries, of course,
an even wider range of laws apply.

This paper provides a systematic treatment of voter registration system security.3 Our aim is
to serve as a reference for the security research community in: (1) identifying research questions in
voter registration security; (2) framing voter registration functionalities and security definitions in
shared and precise terminology; (3) assessing the applicability of security approaches across different

1Or generally, while an election is ongoing.
2Under the U.S. National Voter Registration Act, states must offer voter registration opportunities at certain

offices, including public assistance and disability offices. [11]
3In this paper, we scope voter registration systems as systems related to the process of maintaining an accurate

list of voters and their eligibility. Often, other features are bundled with the term “voter registration” — such as
ballot tracking, ballot configuration, and ballot design — which are outside the scope of this work.
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jurisdictions; and (4) effectively organizing detailed information about a particular jurisdiction’s
voter registration requirements, to facilitate contextually tailored designs and security analyses.

To this end, we provide definitions of the categories of entities, core functionalities, and security
requirements inherent to voter registration. These definitions, while rigorous, are formulated at a
high enough level of abstraction to capture the features common to all fifty U.S. states and many
other countries. We also provide a systematic exposition of the jurisdiction-specific parameters and
policies that, when combined with the more abstract definitions just described, yield detailed lists
of entities, functionality descriptions, and security requirements tailored to a particular jurisdiction.

The jurisdiction-specific parameters and policies effectively instantiate our general definitional
framework to represent particular real-world implementations and security needs. The separation
between the general definitions and the jurisdiction-specific parameters and policies highlights which
aspects can be treated as common to most registration systems, and which aspects will need to be
configured per jurisdiction.

To further illustrate how our framework yields jurisdiction-specific instantiations of our defini-
tions, we provide detailed case studies of voter registration systems deployed in Colorado, Ohio,
and Wisconsin (three U.S. states with different models of voter registration) and Panama (for an
example outside the U.S.). Based on information from a range of public sources (such as a state’s
election code), we compile a detailed description of each jurisdiction’s parameters and security
policies as relevant to voter registration. These case studies provide concrete examples of how
our framework facilitates organizing jurisdiction-specific voter registration parameters and policies,
whether for research and analysis, or for transparency-minded election officials to publish (or in-
ternally examine) information in structured and detailed form amenable to comparison between
jurisdictions.

To ensure that our work is grounded in the reality of how voter registration systems work
in practice, we gathered feedback from a range of election experts, including current and former
election officials. We checked our definitions’ compatibility with a range of U.S. states’ and other
countries’ voter registration systems using public compilations of comparative data, and confirmed
our framework’s applicability by conducting the detailed case studies mentioned above. See Sec-
tion 3.2 for more details.

Finally, with a view to facilitating effective communication between security experts, election
officials, and the public about security-relevant issues in voter registration, we provide a collection
of critical questions as a starting point for those looking to gather information about strengths,
weaknesses, and potential for improvement in the security of proposed or deployed voter registration
systems.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

1. We provide the first definitional framework for voter registration system security, comprising
core technical functionalities, entities, jurisdictional parameters, and security policies (Sec-
tions 4–6).

2. We define a threat model (Section 5) and security properties (Section 6) for voter registration
systems. Our definitions are configurable to accommodate jurisdictional policy variations.

3. We provide a template for the structured presentation of jurisdictional policy information
(Section 8).
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4. We conduct case studies of the voter registration systems of three U.S. states and Panama,
showing the instantiation of our definitions with concrete jurisdictional parameters (Sec-
tion 8).

5. We offer a collection of critical questions regarding security in voter registration systems
(Section 9).

2 Relation to Prior Work

To our knowledge, there has been no systematic treatment of voter registration system security that
provides precise problem definitions and system (security) requirements. Furthermore, there has
been no treatment that captures the realistic constraints and operation of voter registration systems
on the ground today. This paper aims to fill that gap: that is, to provide a detailed and systematic
exposition of the challenges of voter registration security in practice, laying the groundwork for the
security community to better contribute its expertise to pressing issues in voter registration.

2.1 Systematizing voter registration system security

The most extensive prior overviews of security considerations in voter registration systems are a 2006
report commissioned by the ACM U.S. Public Policy Committee on “accuracy, privacy, usability,
security, and reliability issues” related to “statewide databases of registered voters” [13], and a
2019 report by the MITRE Corporation on “recommended security controls for voter registration”
[14]. These two reports have very different emphases, as summarized next; they provide important
perspectives complementary to our work.

The ACM report was produced at a time when U.S. states were adopting statewide voter regis-
tration databases to comply with then-new federal legislation [13]. The report’s focus is much more
policy-oriented, compared to our focus on definitions and systematization: for example, it lacks
technical definitions of core functionalities or security properties. Within its broad policy-oriented
scope, the ACM report is remarkably comprehensive, detailed, and thoughtful about security issues.

The MITRE report has a more technical focus. The bulk of the report overviews security
measures and best practices4 broadly applicable beyond the scope of voter registration. The MITRE
report also presents a generalized voter registration system architecture and parties involved therein,
in less detail than (but consistent with) our model; however, unlike this paper, it neither formalizes
functionality and security requirements nor engages with variations in jurisdictional policy.

Additionally, the Electoral Knowledge Network’s website on voter registration [15] is a rich
source of information about how voter lists are operated across the world. Its focus is broader than
security or technology: instead, it offers detailed information on operational and administrative
issues, as well as a range of case studies and practitioners’ perspectives on voter registration in
specific regions.

Other (mostly policy-focused) reports that discuss security in voter registration systems are
generally less comprehensive, and tend to have less technical detail than the ACM and MITRE
reports. These include: an excellent series by the Brennan Center for Justice, including but not
limited to [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]; the U.S. Election Assistance Commission’s resources on voter registra-
tion systems [21, 22]; a 2008 report by the National Research Council of the National Academies of

4E.g., firewalls, TLS, VPNs, and multifactor authentication.
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Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine [23]; and a 2020 report by the Center for Election Innovation
and Research [24]. These are valuable resources to understand specific aspects of modern voter
registration systems, potential security issues, and the concerns of those managing the systems on
the ground. Further information of this type may be found in policy-oriented resources discussing
election infrastructure security more broadly, such as [25, 26, 12, 27].

2.2 Technical work

Another area of related work comprises technical proposals, such as secure protocols (e.g., [28])
or statistical techniques (e.g., [29]), that may improve voter registration system security. Beyond
academia, a number of non-governmental organizations offer innovative technological solutions to
improve the integrity of voter registration data. Examples include the Electronic Registration
Information Center (ERIC), a non-profit that helps identify voters who have moved, died, or have
duplicate registrations across U.S. states [30], and VoteShield, a non-profit that provides tools to
monitor changes to voter data for anomalies [31].

There is also a body of technical work proposing approaches to improve the security of election
infrastructure other than voter registration systems, such as approaches and systems for secure
casting and tallying (e.g., [32, 33, 34, 35]) or post-election auditing (e.g., [36, 37, 38]). A related
literature warns of serious security risks entailed by certain technical approaches — such as Internet
voting — if used in high-stakes political elections, given the limitations of the current state of the
art in computer security (e.g., [39, 40, 12]).

2.3 Beyond security

Many aspects of voter registration are beyond the scope of this paper, because our focus is on
system security. Important security-adjacent considerations include usability, privacy practices,
software engineering practices, and personnel training. For an overview of these broader topics, we
recommend [13] (an ACM report on registration systems) and [12] (a National Academies report
on election systems generally).

3 Background & Methodology

3.1 Background

Voter registration is the act of maintaining an accurate list of voters who are eligible to vote in
an election for the purpose of (among other things) verifying eligibility at the time of voting.
While most countries have some form of voter registration, practices vary widely. Countries may
institute compulsory voter registration, in which voters are either automatically registered (such as
in Argentina, Chile, Hungary, Israel, and the Netherlands) or required by law to register (such as
in New Zealand and Tonga) [41]. In other cases, including the United States and India, qualified
residents are not required to register to vote by law, though generally must be registered to vote
in order to vote.

While a straightforward premise, maintaining voter registration databases (VRDBs) is com-
plicated by a number of practical and legal concerns. Election administrators must allow voters
to register or update their registration by a variety of means, which can include in person, mail,
fax, email, and via web portals. This list must then be accessible to election officials when the
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voter requests their ballot, both for access control, and to allow the official to customize the ballot
for the various contests available to a particular voter in that election. Furthermore, jurisdictions
may run multiple, overlapping elections in parallel, all supported by the same VRDB. Election
administrators must also perform complicated maintenance on the database when voters become
inactive or ineligible (e.g., when a voter dies or leaves the jurisdiction). Finally, the voter registra-
tion database may have a number of transparency requirements. Members of the public, including
voters, candidates, or other entities, may be allowed to review (parts of) the VRDB contents to
ensure accuracy.

Voter registration databases must therefore allow access and maintenance by a variety of entities
of varying degrees of trust and technical ability. This includes state election officials, local election
officials, and poll workers (many of whom are only temporarily employed). For instance, poll
workers must have access to the voter registration database (or a local copy of it) in a pollbook5

in order to check in voters on election day; this brings its own security challenges. States may
also provide third parties6 full or partial access to their VRDB (or copies of the data therein) for
transparency, maintenance, or other purposes.

The law governing voter registration databases varies widely. In the United States, for instance,
voter registration systems are run separately by each state.7 Twenty-two U.S. states have imple-
mented automatic voter registration, while in the remaining twenty-eight states registration occurs
in solely on the initiative of the voter [44].8 Like all election administration in the U.S., voter reg-
istration is heavily decentralized, with implementations dependent on state and local election laws
and policies [22]. The National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA, also known as the “Motor
Voter Act”) required states to use a unified voter registration form for federal elections, allow vot-
ers to register to vote while applying for driver’s licenses, and allow voters to register to vote by
mail [11]. The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) mandated that states base their voter reg-
istration systems on a computerized voter registration database [46]. U.S. states have taken three
primary approaches: top-down databases maintain a central, authoritative database statewide;
bottom-up databases have local jurisdictions maintain authoritative registration databases, which
are compiled into a statewide database; and hybrid systems give local offices discretion to either
maintain an authoritative list locally, or rely on a statewide database.

Voter registration information is made available to various third parties, often including the
public, in all 50 states [47]. Laws and policies governing access vary widely: in some states, the
voter registration list (excluding certain fields) is made publicly available for download (e.g., North
Carolina [48]), while in others, data is restricted to political parties and other organizations (e.g.,
Maine [49]). The data may be available either for free or for purchase, and often, commercial vendors
sell compiled “voter files” that contain records of most American voters for political outreach and
advertising purposes [50].

Jurisdictions may also offer protections to voters whose safety would be threatened by the public
release of their voter registration information, such as victims of domestic violence [47]. Most
commonly known as an Address Confidentiality Program, voters may request to have a substitute
address listed in their record. This is intended to allow participants to vote without fear for their

5A pollbook is an official register of people entitled to vote at a given election [42]. It may be paper-based or
electronic [43].

6Such as the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC), a postal service, or a social security entity.
7All states, with the exception of North Dakota, require voter registration to vote. [44]
8“In many democracies, citizens are automatically registered to vote. The requirement in many states that citizens

take the initiative by registering is not only atypical, but also costly to administer.” [45]
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safety; hence, protecting their private information is critical.

3.1.1 Threats to voter registration databases

Following the 2016 U.S. presidential election, attention has grown towards the security of voter
registration databases. U.S. intelligence officials have confirmed that hackers from the GRU, Rus-
sia’s foreign military intelligence agency, targeted all 50 states’ voter registration systems in the
run-up to the 2016 election, succeeding in two states, including Illinois [2]. In Illinois, the hack-
ers exfiltrated hundreds of thousands of records — including social security numbers — before
being caught. There is no evidence that the hackers modified voter records in these cases; that
said, these incidents highlight the importance of securing voter records against surreptitious mod-
ification. Threats to the availability of voter registration databases may also pose a threat (e.g.,
preventing election officials from looking up voters on election day).

Additionally, voter registration databases may be subject to inappropriate list modification
threats. This may include inserting, modifying, or removing voter records without authorization,
or for illegitimate reasons. Large-scale illegitimate removal or modification of voter records has
sometimes been referred to as voter purges [51]. In the U.S., as many states do not implement
same-day voter registration, voters who are unaware that their records have changed may be forced
to cast a provisional ballot (with less certainty of being counted). Another form of inappropriate
list modification may involve surreptitiously adding fake or otherwise ineligible voter records. In
practice, this is mitigated by a number of controls, including interstate programs such as ERIC
and public transparency of voter registration lists, and numerous studies have found such incidents
to be extremely rare [52, 53]. Our framework models inappropriate additions, removals, and other
forms of inappropriate list modification.

3.2 Methodology

To construct our model, we began by performing a survey of publicly available documentation of
voter registration systems used in the United States, including comprehensive overviews of systems
in all fifty states and the District of Columbia via the National Conference of State Legislatures
(NCSL) [47, 54, 44, 55, 51, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21].9 We also reviewed compilations of information on
international systems [18, 15, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60].

We also conducted a series of informal discussions with a variety of current and former U.S.
elections officials, civil society organizations, and non-profits in the voter registration space. Dis-
cussions focused on understanding the voter registration process on the ground, perceived risks,
and functional requirements of voter registration, filling in gaps from the available documentation.
We then iteratively developed our framework through repeated feedback from these stakeholders to
ensure that our models maps usefully and accurately to the real-world application of these systems.

Finally, we conducted several case studies focused on applying our model to Colorado, Ohio,
Wisconsin, and Panama to both further validate our models, and provide a worked example of their
practical application. These case studies involve states that employ top down (Colorado), bottom
up (Ohio), and hybrid databases (Wisconsin) [22], as well as one example (Panama) beyond the
U.S. We provide detailed compilations of information for each case study jurisdiction, containing

9Though our U.S. analysis mainly focuses on the 50 U.S. states, we note that the District of Columbia and U.S.
territories also maintain voter registration lists.
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jurisdictional parameters and security policies based on a review of publicly accessible laws, policies,
and documentation. For more information, see Section 8.

4 Core Policies, Entities, and Functionalities

This section presents our definitional framework. First, we present definitions of the types of entities
(Section 4.1) and core functionalities (Section 4.2) inherent to most voter registration systems.
Then, turning to jurisdiction-specific aspects of voter registration, we define (non-exhaustive) core
parameters (Section 4.3) and security policies (Section 4.4) whose details are determined according
to jurisdictional policy. The jurisdictional parameters and policies serve to instantiate the core
functionality definitions to match with concrete implementation and security needs in a particular
jurisdiction.

Later, in Section 6, we present security definitions that build upon the entities, core function-
alities, and jurisdictional policies defined in this section.

4.1 Entities

We identify six types of entities that are involved in most voter registration systems. The specific
lists of entities that belong in each category will vary between jurisdictions.

We use the term “entity” to encompass individuals, organizations, and hardware/software sys-
tems (such as devices or databases). This is a convenient shorthand that is common in the security
literature;10 however, we emphasize that devices, systems, and organizations do not act of their
own accord, and responsibility for their management and conduct must be ascribed to individuals
via well-defined chains of responsibility according to jurisdictional policy (as further discussed in
Section 4.4).

• Voters: People who are legally allowed to cast a vote in the corresponding jurisdiction
(possibly limited to particular kinds of elections).11

• Election infrastructure: All entities affiliated with — and controlled by or answerable to
— the election office. We highlight three common types of sub-entities:

– election officials, who are responsible for conducting elections, including maintaining the
lists of voters and of those who are eligible to vote;

– poll workers, who work for election officials to aid in conducting a specific election, and
typically have much more limited expertise, system access, and responsibilities (e.g.,
confirming voter eligibility in pollbooks and issuing provisional ballots in case a voter’s
eligibility cannot be determined); and

– the voter registration database (VRDB), where voter records are stored.

These sub-categories are non-exhaustive. Election infrastructure systems may be run by
the government, external contractors, or a combination of both. Notably, in the U.S., the

10The security literature usually uses the term “parties” rather than “entities,” but we prefer the term “entities”
here in order to avoid confusion with political parties in the elections context.

11Some legal systems may define electors as those eligible to vote and voters as those who actually vote. This paper
uses the colloquial definition of voter as one who is eligible to vote.
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vendor of the VRDB or electronic pollbook often play a significant role in programming and
maintaining the systems.12

• External maintenance entities: Entities external to the election office, who work with
election officials to maintain voter registration lists. Each jurisdiction has its own list-
maintenance strategies, but common external maintenance entities in the U.S. are the United
States Postal Service (USPS) via the National Change of Address system (NCOA), a state’s
Department of Motor Vehicles and Bureau of Vital Statistics, and other states’ VRDBs via
the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC).

• Oversight entities: Entities external to the election office, who examine voter data or other
components of a voter registration system, in order to verify that the voter registration system
is operating as intended. There may be three types of oversight entities:

– general oversight entities who, on their own initiative, examine publicly available in-
formation; and

– designated oversight entities who, on their own initiative, examine non-public infor-
mation that is available to them because they meet certain general criteria; and

– official oversight entities who, on request from or under contract with an election office,
examine non-public information made available to them for the purpose of a system
review or audit.

Designated and official oversight entities are relatively rare in practice, at least in the United
States. Watchdog organizations interested in monitoring voter registration are more common,
and can be considered general oversight entities. Definitionally, any member of the public can
be a general oversight entity; however, we consider the term useful to refer to those entities
that actually do (not only could) engage in oversight activities.

Oversight mechanisms within the election office are also important: e.g., internal logging, au-
diting, and accountability procedures. We refer to entities involved in such internal oversight
as part of the election infrastructure rather than as separate oversight entities.

• Intermediaries: All other entities that handle voter registration data at any point during
registration, updating registration, proving registration, or maintenance and oversight of a
voter registration system. (E.g., an organization like vote.org that helps register voters by
mail.)

• The public: All entities, whether listed above or not. (This term is not jurisdiction-specific
and includes foreign entities.)

A given entity may fall within multiple of the above categories, depending on the context. For
example, USPS serves as a external maintenance entity when aiding states in the process of finding
voters who moved out of state, and it can also serve as an intermediary when a voter mails paper
registrations to their election official.

12For simplicity, and to emphasize our focus on the functionality of these systems, we elide other entities that might
be involved in voter registration such as the vendors that maintain the VRDB and/or electronic pollbook software.
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4.2 Core functionality modules

Next, we define five modules that together make up the core functionality of a voter registration
system. These modules represent the basic components that our research has found common to
most voter registration systems. Real-world voter registration systems can be thought to implement
these modules while taking into account jurisdiction-specific policy decisions and constraints. Real
systems may also contain additional functionalities not described here; our model is intended to be
inclusive rather than comprehensive.

The line between the voter registration system and other parts of an election system (e.g.,
casting and tallying systems) is not clear-cut, as many parts of the broader election system interact
with the registration system. For this work, we focus on aspects of election infrastructure that
more directly concern registration, as described by the following modules.

• Registration: The processes involved in checking an individual’s eligibility to vote when their
information is not already in the VRDB, and if they are determined to be eligible, entering
their information into the VRDB.

• UpdateRegistration: The processes involved in applying voter-initiated edits to a voter record
that is currently present in the VRDB. Note that this includes a voter removing themselves
from the VRDB.

• ProveRegistration: The processes involved in determining whether an individual is registered to
vote, based on information that the individual presents for this purpose (e.g., when “checking
in” at a polling place). This module represents the main goal of a voter registration system.

• Maintenance: The processes involved in election officials (with the aid of external maintenance
entities) editing, marking inactive, or removing voter records in the VRDB, without initiation
by the concerned voter(s).

• Oversight: The processes involved in oversight entities assessing voter records and identifying
discrepancies (such as voters who were incorrectly marked inactive), alerting either the public
or election officials.

Section 6 describes each module in much more detail, framed as an interactive protocol parametrized
by jurisdictional policies, and defines security properties for each module.

4.3 Jurisdictional parameters

In this section, we outline the core jurisdictional parameters of voter registration systems, which
describe the variables of voter registration systems that vary across jurisdictions. Many of these
parameters result from law or policy decisions that vary by jurisdiction. Jurisdictional parameters
could include, but are not limited to, the following:

• pelig: the voter eligibility criteria

• preg-acts: required actions from the voter in order to register

• preg-methods: the list of registration methods, such as the DMV, election office, registration
website, etc. In particular, those that support automatic voter registration (typically only
the DMV) get marked as such

10



• pvoter-info: the types of voter information that are collected and stored

• pfreeze-reg: the period before election during which new registrations may not be processed

• pfreeze-db: the period before election during which systematic registration removals or main-
tenance are not allowed

• pkeep-logs: the period after an election for which a snapshot and activity logs of the VRDB for
that election are kept13

• pauth: the voter registration authentication criteria: How voters are authenticated when
registering to vote and checking or updating their voter registration record

• pauth(e): the election authentication criteria (parametrized by an election e)14, i.e., how voters
are authenticated when voting, both in-person and remotely (e.g., this may include checking
fields of the VRDB or calling a subroutine to check if a voter has already voted)

We refer to [13] for a thoughtful policy perspective on how to set these parameters. To keep the
scope manageable and to separate the technical from the policy aspects, in this paper, we do not
suggest specific jurisdictional parameters. Instead, we focus on how to securely implement a voter
registration system conditioned on given jurisdictional parameters. Whatever the jurisdictional
parameters, secure implementation is an important goal.

4.4 Security policies

In addition to jurisdictional parameters, the rest of the jurisdiction specific details come in the form
of security policies. A security policy governs the operations of a VRDB that affect its security. In
the descriptions below, we outline a few items that would make sense to include in each security
policy. We do not aim to provide an exhaustive list of items contained of each security policy: since
these are different across jurisdictions, a “complete” description is not possible. Hence, we limit
ourselves to a few important elements that serve as examples.

The different types of security policies relevant to voter registration are the following:

1. Paccess denotes the access control policy , which specifies which voter data specific entities
may access.15

• Types of voter information that are public

• Description of which pieces of voter data are available to which entities

• Whether there is an option to restrict dissemination of certain fields of a voter’s infor-
mation upon application (e.g., for address confidentiality program voters)

2. Psys-chg denotes the system change control policy , which specifies how election officials
may modify the system, such as changing the system configuration, security policies, and
database design.

13U.S. Federal law requires voter registration records to be kept for at least 22 months after a federal election [61].
14Multiple elections may take place in parallel within the same jurisdiction, so the election authentication criteria

must be election-specific.
15Unlike the other security policies in this section, access control policies have been extensively studied, see, e.g. [62].
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• How often is the system evaluated for upgrades?

• Who needs to grant authorization before a system change?

• What is the specific sequence of steps for implementing a system change?

• What are the backup plans in case parts of the system go down during a system change?

3. Pdata-chg denotes the data change control policy , which governs the changes of voter data,
including authorization, execution, and logging.

• Who needs to authorize a change of voter data?

• What type of data can be changed?

• Who triggers a change of voter data?

• Who actually modifies the voter data?

• How are such changes logged?

4. Pdata-use denotes the voter data use policy , which specifies guidelines related to uses to
which public and non-public voter info can be put.

• Which pieces of voter data are available for which uses?

• What use cases are prohibited?

5. Pnotif denotes the voter notification policy , which specifies how jurisdictions notify voters
when their data or registration status changes.

• List of events for which a voter must be notified

• Protocol by which voters are notified, including the amount of time a voter has to respond
to a notification, if necessary, and the resulting action

• Methods by which voters are notified

6. Pmaint denotes the maintenance policy , which specifies how election officials ensure voter
records are accurate and up-to-date.

• Reasons for which voter registrations may be updated (e.g., change of address), marked
inactive (e.g., moved out of state, voter inactivity), or cancelled (e.g., death, incapacity)16

• Specific events or thresholds that trigger such maintenance actions (e.g., time before
voter is declared inactive)

• Data sources used to inform maintenance

7. Poversight denotes the oversight policy , which specifies how third parties can review infor-
mation in the VRDB.

• Who can oversee which parts of the database

• How oversight entities authenticate to the election official

• Level of access given to oversight entities

16For a list of maintenance practices by U.S. states, see NCSL’s compilation [54].
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• Points at which oversight entities may review the VRDB (e.g., pre-election, post-election,
continuously)

• How jurisdictions conduct internal audits, including security incident detection and re-
sponse protocols

In summary, this section introduced the core elements of a voter registration system in the form
of functionality modules. We also described the main entities involved, and defined security policies
and parameters that enclose the fundamental differences across jurisdictions. In the subsequent
sections, we will tie these elements together as we expand on the descriptions of these modules as
a function of entities and policies.

5 Threat Model

A threat model characterizes the key security threats to a system. Developing a detailed threat
model is helpful to design systems resilient to particular threats of interest, and to systematically
analyze systems for potential security flaws. No simplified model will capture all possible threats;
as such, a threat model should be treated as an essential analytical tool, not as a comprehensive
characterization of threats.

Our approach aims broadly to capture the main threats of interest to most voter registration
systems. Given the diversity of contexts and system requirements of deployed voter registration
systems, threat models are likely to vary by jurisdiction. Some threats will be more important to
mitigate in certain contexts than others, whether due to system design, local laws, societal norms,
political stakes, specific threat actors, or other factors. When considering a particular jurisdiction’s
voter registration system security, we encourage a context-specific inquiry into how our basic threat
model could be modified to better fit the situation.

We organize the threats that our voter registration framework models into three key categories:

• Threats on completeness. Any party being unable to use the voter registration system in a
permitted way (e.g., an eligible voter being unable to register).

• Threats on soundness. A party being able to use the voter registration system in a prohibited
way (e.g., someone registering an ineligible voter).

• Threats on secrecy. Any party being able to access information in the voter registration
database that they are not permitted to access under the circumstances.

These correspond to the common cryptographic security requirements of completeness, sound-
ness, and secrecy. We provide detailed definitions of completeness, soundness, and secrecy guaran-
tees for voter registration systems in Section 6.6. Each of these three categories can be elaborated
into potential threats towards each of the core functionality modules defined in Section 4.2, as
summarized in Table 1. Later, in Section 7 we will show how concrete examples of threats (e.g.,
inappropriate list modification) are instantiations of the threat categories we identify here.

6 Detailed Model and Security Properties

This section provides a detailed modeling of each core functionality module (introduced in Sec-
tion 4.2) of a voter registration system. First, we specify the categories of interacting entities,
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Registration Updating regis-
tration

Proving reg-
istration

Maintenance Oversight
C
o
m
p
le
te

n
e
ss

An eligible
voter is not
able to regis-
ter.

An eligible, reg-
istered voter is
not able to update
their existing reg-
istration.

A registered
voter is not
given access
to the casting
process.

A voter’s record is flagged
for review during a main-
tenance procedure but the
voter is not notified and given
a chance to appeal. Or, oth-
erwise unauthorized modifi-
cations to voter records are
made during VRDB mainte-
nance.

A valid oversight
entity is not given
access to the infor-
mation that they
are authorized to
learn.

S
o
u
n
d
n
e
ss

Someone
registers
incorrect
information
or ineligible
voters.

Someone updates
a record that they
are not authorized
to update, or with
incorrect informa-
tion.

An ineligible
voter is given
access to the
casting pro-
cess.

VRDB maintenance routines
fail to make timely up-
dates to voter information
where flagged and appropri-
ately verified (e.g., change of
address).

A party learns
information asso-
ciated with the
oversight process
which they are
not authorized to
access.

S
e
c
re

c
y

A party learns information that they are not authorized to access.

Table 1: Informal examples of threats to voter registration systems, organized by core
functionality modules.

jurisdictional parameters, and communication patterns inherent to each module. Then, for each
module, we enumerate security properties parametrized by jurisdictional security policies.

We model each core functionality module as a simple interactive protocol between entities:
e.g., between a voter and the voter registration database (VRDB), possibly via intermediaries.
Entities communicate with each other via communication channels: e.g., online, mail, or in-person
communication. The VRDB can (typically) only be directly accessed by election infrastructure
entities. Each protocol (i.e., module) is parametrized by relevant entities and communication
channels,17 and takes as input voter data. For example, the registration module is parametrized
by T , the entity through whom the voter is registering, and C the channel through which the voter
communicates with T , and takes as input some voter data S.

6.1 RegistrationT,GC,C′,C′′,C′′′(S)

Amember of the public, acting either directly by interacting with an election official or communicat-
ing via an intermediary, submits an application containing required information. The information
is then reviewed by the election official, and if the voter is determined to be eligible and the sub-
mitted data determined to be accurate, the election official adds the voter’s information to the
VRDB. Information about the outcome of this process may then be communicated back to the
applicant. Voters may only be permitted to register during certain time periods, as defined in the
jurisdictional policy. In detail:

17For variables that appear more than once, the apostrophes denote the order in which they are used in the protocol.
For example, C′ and C′′ are two communication channels used in that order.
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1. The voter sends some personal information S that contains a signature18 S′ (determined by
pauth, pvoter-info, and Paccess) to an intermediary T (contained in preg-methods) via a commu-
nication channel C (e.g., in-person, mail, or the Internet, as determined by preg-methods). If
registering in person at the election office or via an official web portal, T is empty (⊥).

2. If T ̸= ⊥, then T forwards S and S′ to an election infrastructure entity G via communication
channels C ′ and C ′′, respectively. (If T = ⊥, the voter is communicating their data directly
to G.)

3. G verifies that the submitted data meets the criteria outlined in pelig, and that the registration
was submitted during an eligible timeframe, as defined in pfreeze-reg.

4. G then callsMaintenance (S), i.e., it triggers a subroutine to verify the registration information
via third parties (if needed), following the list maintenance protocol defined in Section 6.4 for
the specific voter19.

5. If all checks pass, G stores the voter’s data in the VRDB, following the guidelines from
Pdata-chg. Lastly, G sends a notification N to the voter through a communication channel
C ′′′, as outlined in Pnotif , confirming that the registration was successful (if unsuccessful, the
verification subroutine from the prior step would send a notification to the voter).

The workflow of the Registrationmodule is shown in Figure 1. Note that in practice, registrations
may not be sent directly, one at a time, from T toG: e.g., they might be sent in batches instead. Our
model captures the basic information flow of the module and omits such implementation details,
for clarity of presentation.

6.2 UpdateRegistrationT,GC,C′,C′′,C′′′(I,N)

In order to update their record, the voter notifies the election official of a desired change, such as a
change of address or name. Operating within the data change control policy Pdata-chg, the election
official authenticates this change and updates the voter’s record accordingly.

The workflow of updating a registration is much like that of the registration module defined
above, with some small differences: instead of sending all their data in step (1), voters send an
identifier I and just their new data N (e.g., a new address); T then uses I to authenticate the
voter, and proceeds with the rest of the steps in the registration module. Given its similarity to
the Registration module (Figure 1), the workflow of the UpdateRegistration module is not depicted
separately.

18Here and throughout, we use the term “signature” to refer to information authenticating the voter’s identity
which is accepted by the relevant jurisdiction as proof of identity for voter registration purposes. This could be a
physical ink-based signature or any other voter authentication method used by the system.

19The process of verifying voter data during registration is very analogous to the list maintenance process. For
example, verifying that a voter’s address is correct and checking if a voter changed states may involve processing data
from USPS in both cases. Even though the specific information used may change, the high-level behavior of these
two processes is similar. For simplicity, we model the verification subroutine as a call to the Maintenance module.
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Voter PS EO VRDB
(1) S (2) S (3)S

(4)N

Figure 1: Example Registration flow. Here,
T = Postal Service (PS) and G = Election Offi-
cials (EO). Dotted and double arrows indicate us-
ing mail and internal networks as communication
channels, respectively. The call to Maintenance is
left implicit.

Voter Poll Worker Pollbook

(1) I

(4) b

(2) S

(3) b

Figure 2: Example ProveRegistration flow. Here,
G = Poll Worker and G′ = Pollbook. All commu-
nication channels are in person.

Voter EO VRDB

EME1 EME2

(7)bi

(8)

(1) V

(2) S

(3) S (4) b1, A1(5) S
(6) b2, A2

Figure 3: Example Maintenance flow. Here, G =
election office, M1 = Election Maintenance Entity
1 (EME1), and M2 = Election Maintenance En-
tity 2 (EME2). Dotted, double, and bold arrows
indicate using mail, internal networks, and the In-
ternet as a communication channels, respectively.

Auditor EO

(1)I

(2)L

Figure 4: Example Oversight chain. In this case,
A = Auditor and G = EO (election officials). All
communication channels are the Internet.
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6.3 ProveRegistrationG,G′,e
C,C′ (I)

A voter must prove that they are registered to vote (in order to cast a ballot in a particular election
e).20 The voter supplies information in accordance with the election authentication criteria (for
election e) to the poll worker, who authenticates the voter and confirms the voter’s registration or
eligibility in reference to a pollbook or the VRDB. In the case that an election official is unable
to confirm a voter’s registration, they may provide the voter with a provisional ballot,21 in which
case the voter’s registration is validated after the ballot is provisionally submitted. In the case of
remote voting, a voter remotely authenticates themselves to the election official, e.g., by providing
a signature on the envelope of an absentee ballot. In more detail:

1. The voter sends some identifying information I (determined by pauth(e) and Paccess) to election
infrastructure entity G (e.g., a poll worker, election official or a web portal) via a communi-
cation channel C.

2. G forwards I (as indicated in Paccess) to another election infrastructure entity G′ (such as an
electronic pollbook or the election office), which verifies if I corresponds to a valid, eligible
voter by interacting with the VRDB via a communication channel C ′ (either an internal
network or the Internet) or doing a local check (in the case of a pollbook). The specific
authentication checks that take place are outlined in pauth(e), such as verifying that the voter
has not already cast a ballot.

3. G then sends a bit b to the voter through the original channel C; if b = 1, the voter proceeds
to vote (we treat the vote casting process as outside the scope of voter registration). If b = 0,
G may provide the voter with a provisional ballot, and the voter’s registration is validated
after the ballot is cast. After the ballot is received, there may be some other authentication
checks (e.g., signature verification in the case of remote voting).

Starting the voting process through mail or the Internet represents requesting an absentee
ballot, while in-person represents physically going to the polling center. For the latter, information
verification tends to happen with an (e-)pollbook, which either checks the information locally (if
the VRDB is downloaded a priori) or contacts the VRDB via the Internet. The workflow of the
ProveRegistration module is shown in Figure 2.

6.4 Maintenance
G,{Mi}
C,{Ci},C′(V )

Election officials perform maintenance activities on their VRDB. In the United States, certain
maintenance is required under the National Voter Registration Act [11]. Maintenance activities
may include updating records of voters who have moved and removing ineligible or inactive voters,
and often occur based on communication with external maintenance entities. Maintenance activities
may be paired with notifications to voters, as determined by the voter notification policy. In more
detail:

1. When indicated by Pmaint, an election infrastructure party G acquires some information S
(following Paccess) for a specific voter (specified by an identifier V , e.g., an SSN, following

20e is an optional parameter, since a voter may need to prove they are registered to vote outside the context of a
specific election.

21Provisional ballots are required by federal law in the U.S. [46].
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pauth) from the VRDB via a communication channel C (internal network). If the input to
the module is the full voter data S itself (in the case of a voter verification subroutine), skip
this step.

2. G sends S (following the guidelines of Paccess) to zero or more external maintenance entities
M1, ...,Mn, defined in Pmaint, via communication channels C1, ..., Cn. Each Mi, after doing
local checks, replies with a bit bi (which identifies if, for example, the voter is alive or still
at their same address) and some auxiliary data Ai (e.g., the voter’s new address). G also
performs local checks and replies with a bit b∗, which may be 0, 1, or null (e.g., if no checks
are performed).22

3. If bi = 0, G updates, marks inactive, or removes the voter from the VRDB via C (following
Pdata-chg), and sends bi to the voter via a communication channel C ′ (i.e., upon seeing bi = 0,
the voter knows that their registration got deleted from the VRDB). If bi = 1, G does not do
anything. If bi = null then a voter-confirmation subroutine gets triggered in accordance with
Pnotif : contact the voter some number of times to try to confirm registration info; fails if no
response or bad response.

The Maintenance module’s workflow is shown in Figure 3. In practice, the maintenance protocol
may be non-interactive (e.g., the external maintenance entity simply sends their data to G).

6.5 OversightA,G
C (I, L)

Oversight entities (as defined by the oversight policy) may access voter data in accordance with the
jurisdiction’s oversight and access control policies. The oversight entities may assess voter records
and identify discrepancies (such as voters who were incorrectly marked inactive), and inform the
public and/or election officials of their findings. Election officials may accept the claims and issue
corrective actions or refute the claims (ideally, with supporting evidence). Next, we describe this
process in more detail for designated or official oversight entities (putting aside general oversight
entities since they only access public information, as defined in Section 4.1):

• An oversight entity A sends some identifying information I to an election infrastructure entity
G via a communication channel C.

• G checks if the request is coming from a valid oversight entity (as specified in Poversight), and
verifies I. In addition, G also confirms that this oversight entity is allowed to review the
database at this point in time, as specified in Poversight, too.

• If all checks pass, G sends a subset L of the voter registration list (as permitted by Paccess

and Poversight) to A through the original channel C.

The workflow of the Oversight module is shown in Figure 4.

6.6 Security Properties

Next, we present security properties applicable to each of the core functionality modules. As usual,
since jurisdictions differ in their voter registration policies, these are a function of the relevant
jurisdiction’s parameters and security policies.

22Such checks may include, for instance, identifying voters who have not voted for a certain period of time.
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The three security requirements of completeness, soundness, and secrecy for each module cor-
respond to the three threat types identified in Section 5. Essentially, the security definitions that
follow provide a more detailed and formal definition of how a system must behave in order to prevent
each of the three threat types, organized by each of the five key functionalities. There is a one-to-
one relationship between each of the identified threats and each of the security properties below,
representing the fact that each threat represents a violation of the corresponding security property,
and, conversely, that mitigating each threat guarantees the corresponding security property.

• Registration

– Completeness: An eligible voter possessing the requisite proof of eligibility must be
able to register their accurate information in the VRDB only once and only during the
periods in which new registrations are allowed, as determined by Pdata-chg in accordance
with pauth, pelig, and pfreeze-reg.

– Soundness: Nobody must be able to register incorrect information or ineligible voters
to the VRDB. This is governed by Pdata-chg, and assessed by voters (via Pnotif), election
officials (via pelig and Pmaint) and by oversight entities (via Poversight).

– Secrecy: Only entities authorized under Paccess to access (specific types of) information
submitted by applicants may learn such information during the registration process.

• UpdateRegistration

– Completeness: Any eligible, registered voter must be able to update their existing
registration with their correct information, and to delete their VRDB record, subject to
Pdata-chg in accordance with pauth.

– Soundness: Nobody must be able to (1) update a VRDB record that they are not
authorized to update under Pdata-chg, or (2) edit any VRDB record to contain incorrect
information. As with soundness of registration, this is governed by Pdata-chg, and as-
sessed by voters (via Pnotif), election officials (via Pmaint) and by oversight entities (via
Poversight).

– Secrecy: Only entities authorized under Paccess to access (specific types of) information
submitted by applicants for updates, and to access (specific types of) VRDB data, may
learn such information during the update process.

• ProveRegistration

– Completeness: Any registered voter should be given access to the casting process
according to pauth.

– Soundness: No ineligible voter should be given access to the casting process, according
to pauth.

– Secrecy: Only entities authorized under Paccess to access (specific types of) VRDB data
may learn such information during the process of proving registration.

• Maintenance

– Completeness: After a list maintenance update,
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∗ any VRDB record that a external maintenance entity flags as possibly containing
incorrect or incomplete information or corresponding to a person who is not eligible
to vote should trigger a voter communication as specified in Pnotif , and the voter’s
record must otherwise remain unchanged;

∗ any other VRDB record must remain unchanged in the VRDB; and

∗ if a voter notification about a flagged record results in timely voter feedback that
demonstrates (in accordance with pauth) that the voter is still eligible, and either
confirms the information in the record is correct or provides updated correct infor-
mation, then the record must remain in the VRDB.

– Soundness: After a list maintenance update,

∗ any record that all external maintenance entities flag as possibly incorrect or ineli-
gible must be marked as such in the VRDB;

∗ any record that an external maintenance entity flags as incorrect or ineligible must
have appropriate reasoning in accordance with Pmaint for being flagged as such; and

∗ any record flagged by a external maintenance entity as possibly incorrect or in-
eligible, where the follow-up voter communication does not result in timely voter
feedback that demonstrates eligibility and correct information must be marked as
such in the VRDB in accordance with Pmaint, and the voter’s record must be pre-
served.

– Secrecy: Only entities authorized under Paccess to access (specific types of) VRDB data
may learn such information during list maintenance.

• Oversight

– Completeness: Any oversight entity must be able to learn the information that Poversight

authorizes it to access for oversight purposes. There should be an appeal process in case
they cannot do so.

– Soundness/secrecy: No oversight entity must be able to learn any information that
it is not authorized to access under Poversight and Paccess.

7 Threat Examples

In this section, we briefly illustrate how the threats described in the introduction can be expressed
in terms of the security properties we have defined. These examples are concrete instantiations of
the threat categories introduced in Section 5.

Inappropriate list modification. Inappropriate list modification can involve unauthorized
additions or modifications to or deletions from a voter registration list.

• Additions. Invalid voter registrations are submitted and entered into the VRDB. This vio-
lates the soundness of Registration, which states that no ineligible voters may be registered.
Such threats may be mitigated by ensuring that pelig is enforced when processing new regis-
trations.

• Deletions. Voter records corresponding to active eligible voters are removed from the VRDB.
This violates the soundness property of Maintenance: election officials must have a valid
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reason for flagging voters in accordance with laws and allow voters who have been incorrectly
flagged to remediate. Such threats can be mitigated by flagging voters in accordance with
best practices and properly notifying voters.

• Modifications. Voter data is modified in an unauthorized manner. This violates the sound-
ness property of UpdateRegistration, which states that no changes to voter data may occur
that are not authorized under Pdata-chg. Such threats may be mitigated by ensuring that pauth
is strong enough when updating voter registration records and consistently enforced, and by
ensuring that voters and oversight entities are sufficiently able to monitor for unexpected
changes.

Voter data breach. A voter data breach involves the unauthorized access to voter data by any
entity. This could be a violation of the Secrecy property of any module. This may be mitigated by
ensuring that Paccess adequately protects voter information and that it is adhered to at all steps.

8 Policy Implementations

We demonstrate, using case studies, how our model of voter registration systems (presented in Sec-
tions 4 and 6) can be instantiated with concrete jurisdictional parameters to represent a real-world
system. We propose a structured table-based format for jurisdictional information and provide case
studies for Colorado, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Panama. The tables may be expanded and customized
for different jurisdictions; we present just the core components needed to capture the jurisdictional
parameters and policies described in Sections 4 and 6. As one illustration, the detailed tables for
Colorado are provided in Appendix A. Template tables and complete tables for Colorado, Ohio,
Wisconsin, and Panama are available at https://github.com/cablej/voter-reg-tables/.

Our definitions encapsulate jurisdiction-specific details in general jurisdictional parameters and
security policies. This approach is beneficial to provide a generalized model of features common to
most voter registration systems. Then, when analyzing voter registration in a particular jurisdic-
tion, we can fill in the details of these generalized policies and parameters as a function of specific
jurisdictional parameters, as illustrated in Table 2.

In conducting the case study, we consulted existing laws, policies, and documentation in each
jurisdiction. For instance, in Colorado, Part 5 of Title 1, Article 2 in the Colorado Revised Statutes
governs voter registration [63]. As part of a rulemaking process, the Colorado Secretary of State
publishes its election rules, of which Rule 2 governs voter registration [64]. Beyond these, we
consulted Colorado’s voter registration form and technical requirements of its voter registration
database [65]. We proceed similarly for the other states and Panama.

In all cases, we were able to complete most information in the policy tables with public infor-
mation. This suggests that policy tables could either (preferably) be published by the jurisdiction
itself, and/or be constructed independently by the public.

By conducting case studies across multiple states, we can begin to observe differences between
jurisdictions. As each state operates a different type of database — Colorado uses a top-down
database, Ohio uses a bottom-up database, and Wisconsin uses a hybrid database [22] — some
differences are inevitable. Wisconsin’s tables rely heavily on municipal election officials, of which
there are more than 1,800 local clerks [66], who must consistently enforce state law and policy.
Likewise, there are notable differences in the access control policy for the state VRDBs. For
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pelig
U.S. Citizen, resident of Colorado for at least 22 days,
at least 16 years old, and not serving felony sentence

preg-acts None (for automatic voter registration),
otherwise submit voter registration application

preg-methods Online, email, fax, mail, in person

pvoter-info See access control policy table

pfreeze-reg 8 days before election (mail/online), up to and on
election day (in person). County election officials may
choose to process registrations submitted later than 8 days.

pfreeze-db N/A

pkeep-logs At least 2 years

pauth Updating record: Date of birth/driver’s license number or
last 4 digits of social security number, signature.
Looking up record online: Name, zip code, birthday

pauth(e) Checking in at pollbook: 1 form of ID

Vote by mail: signature, if first time
may need to provide copy of ID

Table 2: Jurisdictional parameters for Colorado.

instance, voter email addresses and phone numbers are available to the public in Wisconsin, while
only phone numbers are available in Colorado, and neither in Ohio.

We hope that organizing jurisdictional information in the structured form that we propose, as
demonstrated via these case studies, may be helpful in order to:

• specify detailed jurisdictional-specific threat models for voter registration systems, which is
helpful for security analyses and research;

• organize voter registration policy information for convenient comparison between jurisdic-
tions, and learn about common and uncommon approaches;

• enhance transparency of voter registration systems, thereby promoting civic engagement and
accountability;

• identify strengths and weaknesses of a particular jurisdiction’s approach to voter registration
security, which can inform where to focus resources for improvement;

• identify underspecified aspects of a particular jurisdiction’s voter registration policies;

• identify mismatches between a jurisdiction’s stated policies and its implementation of voter
registration; and

• encourage constructive dialogue between election officials and the security research community
regarding details of voter registration systems that are important to security analyses and
research.

International case study: Panama. Our model of voter registration is general enough to encompass
the systems of many other countries. We give one example of our framework’s generality by showing
how it can be instantiated with Panama’s parameters.

Panama has public documentation outlining many of their procedures and practices, in a manner
that corresponds remarkably well with our framework. As such, Panama’s example could be viewed
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as a positive indication of the realism of election officials publicizing detailed jurisdictional voter
registration parameters as we advocate.

In Panama, general elections occur once every 5 years, when the vast majority of public officials
are elected. Unlike the U.S., Panama’s voter registration system is at the national level instead of
at lower jurisdictional levels. The Tribunal Electoral, Panama’s main entity in charge of electoral
matters, issues identity cards to all adult (18+) citizens, which is the only process by which nationals
are added to the electoral registry. Then, it is each citizen’s responsibility to inform the relevant
authorities of changes to their address, name, or other relevant details. As such, there is no routine
and extensive list maintenance at the scale of voter registration maintenance in the U.S. That said,
more limited maintenance operations are performed based on the national census and some other
corner cases (e.g., using a public service that requires declaration of residence). Finally, voters are
removed (after a notification) from the electoral registry if they fail to vote in three consecutive
general elections or do not participate in any processes (related to voting or not) through the
Tribunal Electoral.

We outline Panama’s jurisdictional parameters and policies at https://github.com/cable

j/voter-reg-tables/blob/main/panama.md. We constructed these primarily based on public
documentation available on the Tribunal Electoral’s website, particularly the Código Electoral
(CE) [56] (the main code of law for the Tribunal Electoral), confirmed by informal consultations
with Panamanian nationals. Interestingly, Panama has public documentation outlining the specific
steps that must be followed to make system changes, the most notable of which are the procedure
manuals of the Infrastructure Management [67] and the Information Security Management [68].
Thus, this represents their specific implementation of the system change control policy . We
omitted an independent construction of this table for Panama, as it is covered by these documents.

9 Critical Questions

In this section, we propose questions that policymakers, election officials, security practitioners,
and researchers may wish to ask to evaluate candidate systems. We categorize our questions with
respect to our varying policies presented above. We note that this list is incomplete; our goal is for
these questions to help foster discussion and in-depth evaluation of proposed and already deployed
systems.

• General questions:

– Main question: is there a (security) mechanism enforcing each item of every
security policy?

– Who is responsible and/or accountable for maintaining each security property?

– Is the voter registration system compatible with (1) the jurisdiction’s expressed policy
choices? (2) the framework’s rigorous security definitions?

– Are there undefined or incomplete portions of any policies?

– Do the policies completely encompass how the voter registration system should work?

– Is the voter registration database regularly audited to ensure that the policies outlined
are enforced programmatically?

– Are there reliability mechanisms in place in case any of the security policies gets violated?
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– How might external developers, researchers, and government agencies help improve the
system?

– Are there security mechanisms in place to enforce the security properties of each module?

• Access control policy:

– Is the access control policy in compliance with laws regulating voter data access?

– Are there fields of voter data that are made accessible to third parties even though they
are not required to by law?

– Does the access control policy follow the principle of least privilege?

• System change control policy:

– Are system changes regularly audited to ensure that no unauthorized changes have been
made?

– Is the system change control policy followed every time there is a system change?

– Does the system change control policy follow the principle of least privilege?

– Is the system (including security policies) constantly evaluated for potential updates?

• Data change control policy:

– Are changes to voter data regularly audited to ensure that no unauthorized changes have
been made?

– Is there sufficient logging (at the application, network, and operating system level) to
determine who made a change in the case of an unauthorized change being detected?

– Is the data change control policy followed every time data gets changed?

– Are there enough reliable backups of the VRDB in case voter data gets tampered with?

• Voter data use policy:

– How are third parties assessed and held accountable for incorrect uses of voter data?

– Is there a rigorous evaluation process to authorize external entities to use non-public
voter data, if applicable?

– Are voters given the option to opt-out of their data being used for specific purposes,
especially if it would threaten their safety?

• Voter notification policy:

– Is there enough redundancy in the notifications sent to voters in case they missed the
first one(s)?

– Is the notification policy working in harmony with the data change control policy and
the maintenance policy?

– Are replies from voters processed in an efficient and timely manner?

• Maintenance policy:
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– What transparency practices are in place to allow third parties to audit maintenance
activities?

– Is voter data verified in-depth when maintenance activities indicate it should be re-
moved/updated?

– Are state-of-the art maintenance technologies like ERIC being used?

– Are external maintenance entities (e.g. ERIC or other states) regularly assessed for
correct behavior?

• Oversight policy:

– Is external oversight encouraged and advertised?

– Is there a proper channel through which oversight entities can notify election officials of
suspected irregularities?

– Is there a timely and well-defined procedure to investigate and resolve potential irregu-
larities found by oversight entities?

10 Conclusion

We provide the first systematic formalization of voter registration systems as they exist today.
We define the entities and core functionalities inherent in most voter registration systems, the
jurisdictional policies that constrain specific implementations, and key security properties. As a
tool for adapting our general definitions to specific jurisdictions and implementations, we provided
a series of tables organizing jurisdiction-specific policy information, illustrated with case studies of
three U.S. states and Panama. Finally, we offer a list of critical questions.

Though voter registration is a fundamental part of secure elections, it is often comparatively
understudied. One contributing factor may be the lack of detailed understanding of problem defi-
nitions, practical constraints, and security issues. Precise threat modeling and security definitions
have long been an essential foundation of secure system design: as such, we hope that our work
will promote the study, development, and adoption of more secure voter registration systems.
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A Tables for Colorado case study

Category Entity Name Home address, Birth year Birth day Phone Email Driver’s License/ SSN last Party, Signature Voting
Mailing address ID card number four digits Affiliation date, activity

Gender history

REGISTER/ Voter being registered
UPDATE VRDB

Online registration/update portal ∗ ∗

NVRA agency (e.g., DMV)
County clerk † †

USE REG County official (polling place) † † × × ×
TO VOTE County official (mail-in ballots) † † × × ×
LIST NCOA × × × × × × × × × × ×
MAINTENANCE Department of Revenue × × × × × × × × × × ×

ERIC ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ × ×
TRANSPARENCY The public ∗ × ∗ × × ×

Table 3: Colorado Access Control Policy. The access control policy determines which entities can access certain fields. We
represent the access control policy as a table that maps entities to registration fields, with binary values in each cell denoting
whether the entity in that row is allowed to view the data point in that column, for any voter.
∗Hidden for address confidentiality program voters
† only accessible by designated address confidentiality program election staff
‡ hashed before sending to ERIC

For the system change control policy, Colorado does not publish information related to the system change control policy.
See https://github.com/cablej/voter-reg-tables/ for a template table. This policy specifies all guidelines that must be
followed when making meta changes to the voter registration system. We represent the system change control policy as a table
that maps “types of changes” to stages of a change’s lifecycle. Each cell specifies the directives that are in place at a particular
stage of a (type of) change.
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Oversight entity Voter data VRDB logs VRDB code Interactive access Time periods

Nonprofit Yes, as public in accordance with access control policy No No No Continuously

Political organization Yes, as public in accordance with access control policy No No No Continuously

Third party pentester No Yes Yes Yes Over 90 days before election

VoteShield Yes, as public in accordance with access control policy No No No Continuously

Department of State Yes Yes N/A N/A Continuously

Table 4: Colorado oversight policy. The oversight policy governs how third parties can review information in the VRDB. We
represent the oversight policy as a table mapping oversight entities to the type of voter data and other information they can access,
along with time periods for oversight.

Category Entity Type of Data

AUTHORIZATION Voter Personal data
State and county election officials Data from list maintenance update

TRIGGER Online update portal Data from voter who started update
Mail Data from voter who started update
ERIC Data of voters in other states
Department of Revenue (DMV) Data of new/updated license
Other NVRA agency Data of new voter
NCOA Data of voter move
Department of Public Health and Environment, Social Security Death Index Data of death
Colorado Department of Corrections, Colorado U.S. Attorney’s office Voters who committed crime

EXECUTION State election officials
County election officials

Table 5: Colorado data change control policy. The data change control policy includes information about the entities
involved in updating the VRDB or associated policies. We represent the data change control policy as a table that specifies
the entities allowed to authorize/start updates, trigger updates (send updated data to election officials), and execute the update
(directly modify the data inside the VRDB). In this table, we map these entities to the type of data they update, and if there is a
notification involved in this type of update.
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Prohibited uses Not specified

Approved entities Public

Information released See access control policy table

Opt out policy Address Confidentiality Program (ACP) participants

Table 6: Colorado voter data use policy. The voter data use policy specifies limitations on how (and by whom) the data can
be used. We represent the voter data use policy following the structure of [47].

Notification reasons Notification protocol Notification methods

Incomplete registration Send notice via notification methods Mail, Email (by county)

New registration Send notice via notification methods. If returned as undeliverable, do not register. Mail, Email (by county)
If not returned as undeliverable, register.

Inactive registration Send elector voter confirmation card at least 60 days before election via notification methods. Mail, Email (by county)
If not returned or not marked undeliverable, and voter has not voted in two general elections, cancel registration.

Address change Send notice to new address. Mail, Email (by county)

Cancelled registration None N/A

Table 7: Colorado voter notification policy. The voter notification policy governs how jurisidictions notify voters of various
changes to their records. We represent the voter notification policies as a table mapping notification reasons to notification protocols
and methods.

Reason Data source Threshold Action

New driver’s license Department of Revenue New driver’s license or updated address Register voter or update existing record
or updated address

Moved in state NCOA Address changes in state Update address

Moved out of state NCOA / ERIC Address changes out of state Mark inactive – NCOA

Returned mail County Returned mail Mark inactive – returned mail

Undeliverable ballot County Ballot could not be delivered Mark inactive – undeliverable ballot

Voter inactivity VRDB Has not voted in past two elections Mark inactive; cancel reg after two more inactive elections

Death Dept. of Public Health and Env., Voter dies Cancel registration - deceased
Social Security Death Index

Crime Dept. of Corrections, Voter currently incarcerated for a felony conviction Cancel registration - convicted felon
CO U.S. Attorney’s office

Table 8: Colorado maintenance policy. The maintenence policy governs how jurisdictions keep their VRDB accurate and
up-to-date. We represent the voter maintenance policy as a table mapping maintenance reasons and their associated data sources
to maintenance thresholds and actions.
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